
Approximate Weights
for Saf-T Vent®

This information is supplied for reference only. Read and follow the Installation Instructions
supplied with the venting components and accessories.

The weights listed below may be used to estimate the installed weight of a venting system in order to
determine the suspended load on pre-existing or installer-supplied or field-fabricated structures, hangers,
and supports. Weights for elbows, tees, and other fittings may be estimated based on this chart and
the corresponding “Technical and Dimensional Data” document.

In accordance with UL1738, a support must be capable of withstanding a static load that is 4 times the
weight imposed by the heaviest assembly the support will be required to sustain in service.
Installer-supplied or field-fabricated supports should comply with this guideline, but will not be considered
“UL Listed”. Only supports supplied by Heat-fab and anchored to adequate structural elements as
required in our installation and maintenance manuals will be UL Listed for use with a Saf-T Vent system.

Please Note: These weights do not include cartons or other packaging materials – use caution if
estimating weights for shipping purposes.

This information is provided for reference only, and is subject to change without notice.
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Vent Diameter

SC EZ Seal CI Plus CI GC

3 1.5 0.5 -- 1.5 --

4 2.0 0.7 3.5 2.0 --

5 -- 1.0 4.0 3.0 --

6 -- 1.1 4.5 3.5 --

7 -- 1.3 5.0 4.0 --

8 -- 1.5 5.5 4.5 --

9 -- 2.0 6.0 5.5 --

10 -- 2.3 7.0 6.0 --

12 -- 2.5 8.0 7.0 --

14 -- 3.0 9.0 8.0 --

16 -- 3.5 10.0 9.5 --

18 -- -- 12.0 -- 5.5

20 -- -- 13.5 -- 6.0

22 -- -- 14.5 -- 6.5

24 -- -- 16.0 -- 7.0

26 -- -- 19.5 -- 10.0

28 -- -- 23.0 -- 11.0

30 -- -- 24.5 -- 12.0

32 -- -- 26.0 -- 13.0

Approximate Pounds per Linear Foot
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